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Chapter 4581: test! 

Chen Xiaobei did not use the one character Holy extermination curse, but the celestial-slaying sword Qi! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei held back his strength and only activated his intermediate four star 

divine ancestor sword Qi, which was just enough to suppress the attacker! 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was very smart. He knew that he was being watched, so he would not reveal his 

one-word Saint-killer curse, let alone his true strength! 

Of course, even if Chen Xiaobei had held back, the advantage of one minor level was enough to make 

the attacker feel like he was about to die! 

“Help … Young master, help …” 

The Ambusher wailed hysterically. Whether he could live or not depended on whether this young 

master was willing to appear. 

 young master!?  

Chen Xiaobei did not rush to kill her. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, from the corner behind him, a figure appeared and appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

“What a fast speed!” 

Chen Xiaobei could not see his opponent’s movements at all. It was as if his opponent had teleported 

right in front of him! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also tried to probe his cultivation level, but he could not see through it! 

This meant that his opponent’s cultivation had far surpassed Chen Xiaobei’s! 

Next, Chen Xiaobei carefully observed the person’s appearance and aura! 

She was an extremely beautiful young woman! 

Her black hair was like ink, and her pretty face was like jade. 

Her beautiful eyes were like crystal stars, and her temperament was like a cold ice Woman. 

Just by standing there, she exuded an extremely noble and divine cold and arrogant aura! 

It was as if she was the Supreme Empress of the World, with all living beings prostrating at her feet. 

Even the laws of the macro world would pale in comparison to her! 

At the same time, her figure was also extremely good. The thin white chiffon dress accentuated her 

beautiful curves to the fullest! 
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Her legs were long and slender, and her skin was white, smooth, tender, and delicate. It was like flawless 

milk, even exuding an alluring luster! 

She was not wearing any shoes, and her small feet looked like they were carved out of Jade, delicate and 

cute! 

Her entire body was floating in the air. Her small feet did not touch the ground at all, and not a single 

speck of dust could be seen on them! 

Chen Xiaobei could guess her identity the moment he saw her! 

There was no mistake! 

She was the undisputed number one genius of the Holy extermination clan! He was also the future 

successor of the Holy extermination clan! 

Saint destroyer young master, Xuan Ling! 

Of course, as Chen Xiaobei had left the city earlier, he did not hear the detailed explanation from the 

Saint elder! 

So, Chen Xiaobei did not know who mie xuanling really was! 

“The North Mystic Divine ancestor truly lives up to his name!” 

Mie xuanling was tall and she was floating in the air. She was much taller than Chen Xiaobei and looked 

down at him. 

“Do we know each other?” 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, was very calm. He was already so beautiful that he could face any 

unparalleled beauty calmly. 

“You may not know me, but I know you!” 

“A few days ago, in life ending city, you defeated the personal disciple of the xuanzhao sacred ancestor!” 

Mie xuanling said indifferently. News of this has spread throughout the entire Holy extermination clan, 

and the North Mystic Divine ancestor’s name is known to all!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed at the mention of xuanzhao’s divine ancestor. 

This old man was also a ruthless character! 

At first, Chen Xiaobei thought that he was just an ordinary passerby. But later, he found out that this old 

man was actually the third elder of the eastern core Elder Council of the profound Sage Tribe! He had a 

high position and great power, and his cultivation was even more terrifying! 

The personal disciple of sacred ancestor xuanzhao was also an early-stage three-star divine ancestor. He 

was almost invincible among his peers! 

Chen Xiaobei was stronger than him, and he was able to defeat this man with only half a move! 

This result had truly shaken the entire Holy extermination clan! 



However, in the end, in order to save his face, Saint ancestor xuanzhao had ordered his personal disciple 

to commit suicide! 

This ruthlessness, decisiveness, cruelty, and heartlessness had left a deep impression on Chen Xiaobei! 

At the same time, this made Chen Xiaobei realize that under the old man’s ordinary appearance, there 

was a huge danger and threat! 

Without knowing mie xuanling’s identity, Chen Xiaobei even suspected that mie xuanling was sent by 

the xuanzhao divine ancestor to deal with him! 

“Why are you not speaking? He looked like he had a lot on his mind! It’s very strange!” 

Mie xuanling looked at Chen Xiaobei with great interest, as if she was very interested in him. 

“Talk?” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ” “Your strength is far above mine, what else can I say? 

What’s the point of telling me?” 

Mie xuanling’s expression changed slightly, and he said indifferently, ”  it seems like there’s a 

misunderstanding between us!  

 misunderstanding?!  

 you!  Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” you asked someone to follow me and ambush me! It’s such an obvious 

situation, how can it be a misunderstanding?” 

Mie xuanling shook his head. His expression was cold and arrogant, and his tone was even more 

domineering.”You don’t seem to be very smart! With my strength, if I wanted to do anything to you, 

would I need to sneak attack you?” 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. He was not happy that someone had called him dumb! 

This was a huge provocation to Chen Xiaobei! 

However, after Chen Xiaobei calmed down and thought about it, he felt that mie xuanling was right! 

With mie xuanling’s strength, taking Chen Xiaobei’s life would be as easy as blowing off dust. Why would 

he need someone to follow him and ambush him? Wasn’t this an unnecessary move? 

 then what do you want to do!?  

Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Actually, I just want to witness the legendary miracle with my own eyes!” 

Mie xuanling said indifferently, ” I was a little worried that you wouldn’t be able to defeat a four-star 

divine ancestor who’s a higher realm than you! I didn’t expect that you would actually cross a major 

realm and a minor realm, and directly erupt with the power of a middle-stage four star divine ancestor! 



This is really beyond my expectations. In all my life, this is the first time I’ve experienced such a huge 

shock!” 

“You were just testing me?” Chen Xiaobei frowned, not fully convinced. 

“Of course!” 

“We, the Holy extermination clan, have always respected true experts!” Mie xuanling said calmly. It’s 

not just me, my entire clan wants to see the legendary bei Xuan divine ancestor! However, I have special 

privileges and can watch it up close in private!” 

 privilege!?  

Chen Xiaobei asked, ”  since you don’t have any ill intentions, it shouldn’t be a problem for you to tell 

me your true identity, right? ” 

“Of course, no problem!” 

Mie xuanling nodded and said very calmly, ” “I am mie xuanling! The hall of annihilation told me that 

you refused to come see me, so I came out to find you!” 

“What!” 

 you … You’re the lady xuanling that the Saint elder of the hall of annihilation was talking about?!  Chen 

Xiaobei exclaimed. 
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4582 The Oriole appears! 

“What’s wrong? Don’t I look like one?” 

Mie xuanling’s tone was cold and dignified. Even though he was speaking normally, he gave off a lofty 

and sacred feeling. 

“It’s different from what I imagined …” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“What did you imagine me to be like?” 

Mie xuanling’s beautiful eyes moved slightly and she said indifferently, ” “Is she a spoiled, willful, crafty, 

and arrogant lady from a wealthy family?” 

“Uh … You said it yourself!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and did not deny it. 

After all, mie xuanling was the daughter of the Holy extermination clan’s Grand Elder. Moreover, she 

had asked Chen Xiaobei to take a bath and change his clothes the first time they met. Naturally, Chen 

Xiaobei’s first impression of her was that she was a spoiled princess. 

However, in this short encounter, Chen Xiaobei realized that miexuan spirit was indeed different from 

what he had imagined. 
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Her cultivation was strong, and her aura was even more powerful. Her cold, proud, and quiet personality 

made her seem very wise! 

In fact, even if someone told Chen Xiaobei that mie xuanling was a core elder of the Holy extermination 

clan, Chen Xiaobei would still believe it! 

To some extent, Chen Xiaobei even felt that miexuan Ling was very similar to the abyssal Jade Saint 

ancestor of the sky burial sacred clan! 

Especially the aura and tone, they were really similar! 

“Is the North Mystic Divine ancestor free? Please come to my Palace to rest for a while, I will set up a 

banquet to welcome you!” 

Mie xuanling personally invited Chen Xiaobei. 

“I’m not going.” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “Your rules of bathing and changing clothes make me feel very 

stupid!” 

“Rules are set by humans, and can also be broken by humans!” 

 you’re right, ” mie xuanling said indifferently.  the North Mystic Divine ancestor is the first Supreme 

genius in history to defeat an opponent who is one level higher than him!  I’m willing to make an 

exception for you and cancel the rule that you think is stupid!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything, but the attacker’s eyes widened and his pupils shrank. It was as if he 

had just seen something extremely horrifying. He could not believe his eyes! 

Obviously, this rule of killing xuanling had been in place for a long time and had never been broken for 

anyone. 

Even mie xuanling’s family had to take a bath and change their clothes before they could enter her 

Palace. 

This was a really strange and even really stupid rule. 

However, it was this rule that lasted for a very long time. Everyone followed it quietly, except for Chen 

Xiaobei, who had broken the rule with mie xuanling’s special permission! 

 since miss xuanling is willing to break the rules for me, it would be a little unreasonable of me to refuse!  

Chen Xiaobei smiled, finally accepting mie xuanling’s invitation. 

“Please!” 

Mie xuanling spread out her Jade-like hands and personally led the way. 

A while after they left, two figures suddenly appeared in an even darker corner. 

One of them was an old man with white hair and beard. 



He could hide in the dark and not be discovered by mie xuanling. It was clear that his cultivation realm 

was above mie xuanling’s! 

This was only the southern periphery of the Holy extermination clan, and there was only one person 

whose cultivation level was higher than mie xuanling’s! 

Chen Xiaobei knew this person as well! 

There was no mistake! 

This person was the third core elder of the profound Sage Tribe, Saint ancestor xuanzhao! 

There was also a black figure standing in the corner beside Saint ancestor xuanzhao. His appearance and 

identity were unclear! 

“Xuanzhao, keep a close eye on this brat! Even if he doesn’t have the one word Saint destroyer curse on 

him, he must have a huge opportunity!” 

A middle-aged man’s deep voice came from the shadow. 

At the same time, one could also feel his terrifying aura. Even his attitude toward sacred ancestor 

xuanzhao was like an order. 

“Yes, sir!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao cupped his hands and bowed, then said slowly, ” “In fact, I’ve already seen that 

there’s a huge opportunity on this kid. Even now, the spiritual light of creation on his body is still 

extremely dazzling! It’s clear that the opportunities on him haven’t decreased at all!” 

“What do you think of the black sword Qi He just used?” The man in the shadow asked in a deep voice. 

“It’s a sword-Qi ability that burns one’s spiritual power,” Saint ancestor xuanzhao said after some 

thought.”It’s very murderous and destructive! However, that’s all there is to it. There’s nothing special 

about it!” 

“Think about it on a deeper level!” The man in the shadows seemed to have seen through everything 

and was just trying to make sacred ancestor xuanzhao think. 

“This …” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao was a very smart person and immediately realized, ” “There’s something wrong 

with that kid’s spiritual power! The amount of mental energy he could use was so powerful that it far 

exceeded his own cultivation realm! Could he be a Yuan Sage?” 

It was obvious that there were countless saintly ways in the world! 

Ordinary saintly ways such as metal, wood, water, fire, and earth were the most common! Of course, 

the effect of using it in actual combat was also the most ordinary! 

In comparison, the nine Supreme sacred DAOs of the nine Supreme sacred ancestor clans were unique 

sacred DAOs that originated from the ancestor of all DAOs! They had to rely on their bloodline 

inheritance, which was the rarest and most powerful! 



Among them, the heart origin divine Dao of the yuan Saint tribe strengthened one’s mind power in all 

aspects! 

That was why divine ancestor xuanzhao’s first guess was that Chen Xiaobei was a Yuan Sage! This was 

the only way Chen Xiaobei could activate his mental power that was a whole realm higher! 

“You’re right! However, it’s still not comprehensive!” 

The man in the shadow said in a deep voice, ”  don’t forget that there is another possibility apart from 

the yuan Sage Tribe. It can allow one to stimulate mind power that is beyond one’s cultivation realm!  

“You … You mean …” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao was dazed for a moment, then suddenly realized.  “You mean to say! This kid 

had cultivated the one word Saint destroyer curse! Did he use the power of the “Yuan” word incantation 

to achieve the same blessing as the heart origin divine path?” 

“That’s right!” 

The man in the shadow nodded and said, ” “Although there is no clear evidence, we can’t rule out this 

possibility!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao became excited.  “Since that’s the case, why don’t we make the first move and 

directly capture that brat! We can confirm our judgment by prying into his memories!” 

“Hmm, you can start preparing!” 

The man in the shadow nodded and said solemnly, ”  however, you have to be careful. That girl, mie 

xuanling, is not easy to deal with. Even if she breaks the rules, she has to meet that kid in private. You 

should know why!  

“I know!” 

“Yes!” Saint ancestor xuanzhao nodded and said,”the hall of annihilation also realized that this kid might 

know the one-word Saint-slaying curse!” He must have told mie xuanling about this! That’s why mie 

xuanling is willing to break the rules. To put it bluntly, it’s because of the one-word Saint-Killing Curse on 

that kid!” 

“It’s good that you know!” 

The man in the shadow suddenly said in a cold and serious tone, ” “In short, we must take that kid back 

from mie xuanling! If we fail, whatever we can’t get, we won’t let the Holy extermination clan get it!” 
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Xuanling Palace. 

It wasn’t particularly large, but the location was very private and quiet. 

The entire Palace was white in color and exuded a cold and divine aura. It gave off a strong sense of 

mystery, even like a holy temple dedicated to a saintess. 
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“Please come in, North Mystic Divine ancestor!” 

When they reached the door, mie xuanling stopped and let Chen Xiaobei go in first. She seemed to value 

Chen Xiaobei very much. 

After Chen Xiaobei stepped over the threshold, mie xuanling followed him in. 

As for the Ambusher, he was not allowed to enter. He had even stopped a few dozen meters away from 

the palace. He was not even allowed to approach the palace door! 

After entering the palace, Chen Xiaobei was once again confused. 

“Miss xuanling, with your status, why is the layout of this Palace so simple? It can even be said to be 

simple and unadorned …” 

Chen Xiaobei scanned his surroundings and found the place to be too plain. 

There were no gorgeous decorations, nor were there any luxurious furnishings. There were only the 

most ordinary tables and chairs, as well as an altar for cultivation. 

The end of the entire Palace could be seen with a glance. 

Such a Palace really didn’t match mie xuanling’s status! 

“I’ve been used to keeping everything simple since I was young.” 

Mie xuanling’s answer was simple. He didn’t explain much. Then, he said indifferently, ” “Please take a 

seat! I don’t have any tea or snacks here. I hope you can forgive me, Northern Mystic Divine ancestor!” 

“It’s fine,” Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and sat down on a chair. 

Mie xuanling did not sit down. Instead, she kept a distance from Chen Xiaobei. 

 why aren’t you sitting!?  

Chen Xiaobei was a little scared. 

No matter what, mie xuanling was still the owner of this place. Her status and cultivation were both 

much higher than Chen Xiaobei’s. 

How could Chen Xiaobei sit while mie xuanling stood? 

There must be a reason for this! 

 you don’t have to worry, beixuan divine ancestor. The tables and chairs here are prepared for guests. 

I’ve never sat or touched them!  

Mie xuanling’s tone was calm, but it made the whole matter seem even weirder! 

 you won’t even touch it!?  

Chen Xiaobei jumped up from his seat.  “Is … Is there poison on the chair? Or is there some kind of curse 

seal?” 



Obviously, Chen Xiaobei did not trust her one hundred percent. When he heard what she said, he was so 

shocked that he thought that he had fallen into her trap. 

“You really don’t look very smart …” 

Mie xuanling shook his head helplessly and said calmly, ”  hasn’t the North Mystic Divine ancestor heard 

of the Brahma’s flawless and dustless Holy body? ” 

“What is it?” Chen Xiaobei was confused. 

“The Brahma’s flawless and dustless Saint body!” 

Mie xuanling explained,’this is my special body! This body gave me an extremely powerful special ability, 

but there’s a huge restriction. I can’t be tainted by the mortal world, or my special ability will no longer 

be perfect!” 

“So … So it’s like this!” 

Chen Xiaobei finally understood.  “No wonder anyone who sees you must bathe and change their 

clothes! No wonder your Palace is empty! No wonder you’re always floating in the air!” 

Mie xuanling nodded and said calmly, ” “Now you can rest assured and sit down, right?” 

“Uh …” 

Chen Xiaobei was a little embarrassed and sat back down on his chair. 

Obviously, with mie xuanling’s status, everyone in the ancestral Saint region knew about her unique 

physique! 

Therefore, mie xuanling thought that even if she did not explain, Chen Xiaobei would know. 

Of course, one could not blame Chen Xiaobei for not being smart. The main reason was that Chen 

Xiaobei had just arrived at the ancestral Saint territory! He had been in the Holy extermination clan’s 

territory for less than a day! 

So, it was only natural that Chen Xiaobei did not know about miexuan Ling’s special body. 

“Since miss xuanling has such a special body, she’s still willing to break the rules for me! You must have 

something important to tell me in private, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to guess what mie xuanling was thinking after he figured out what 

happened. 

It was obvious that even her family had to follow the rules set by killing xuanling, but she was willing to 

break it for Chen Xiaobei! 

It was obvious that mie xuanling’s private meeting with Chen Xiaobei had an extraordinary meaning! 

“It seems that you’re not stupid.” 

 yes!  mie xuanling nodded and said, ” I’ve indeed asked you here today because I have something 

important to discuss with you!  



“Then don’t keep me in suspense, just lay your cards on the table.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Alright,” he said. 

Mie xuanling didn’t hide anything and went straight to the point, ” “I know your identity! You are the 

current reincarnator of Pangu! Chen Xiaobei!” 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned again. 

He had just figured out mie xuanling’s special body when this woman immediately threw out a 

bombshell. 

 how did you know!?  Chen Xiaobei quickly asked. 

“Don’t be nervous. I’ll say it again. If I wanted to harm you, you wouldn’t be sitting here talking to me!” 

 yes!  mie xuanling said indifferently, ” the sky burial Yuan sacred clan has already released a huge 

reward order to search for you all over the world!  It’s hard for me not to know!” 

“A huge sum? A bounty?” Chen Xiaobei’s scalp tingled. 

He had originally thought that he would be safe in the Holy extermination clan’s territory, but he had 

not expected that the sky burial Yuan sacred clan would actually offer a reward, and it was a huge one! 

Under such circumstances, even if the Holy extermination clan did not do anything to Chen Xiaobei, 

there were still other large clans in their territory. There was a chance that someone would target Chen 

Xiaobei! 

This also meant that the Holy extermination clan’s territory was not safe at all! 

Even the entire ancestral Saint domain would not be safe! 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and asked, ”  so, what exactly do you want to tell me?!  

“I want to say, let’s form an alliance!” 

“You should know that the Saint extermination clan and the sky burial Yuan sacred clan are mortal 

enemies!” Mie xuanling said in a deep voice. Our goal is the same as yours-to completely defeat the sky 

burial Yuan sacred clan! The enemy of my enemy is my friend! Therefore, we can form an alliance and 

work together!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. He did not expect to have the same idea as mie xuanling. 

However, Chen Xiaobei still had some concerns. 

“It’s that simple?” 

 I may be a reincarnator of Pangu, but my cultivation, power, and influence are all insignificant in the 

ancestral sanctuary. I don’t even know what benefits I can bring to you!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Chen Xiaobei wanted to form an alliance with the Holy extermination clan. 



However, Chen Xiaobei knew his position from the very beginning. He had even prepared for the Holy 

extermination clan to reject him. 

Chen Xiaobei could not understand why mie xuanling would take the initiative to form an alliance with 

him. 

Who in this world would do something that would not benefit them at all? 
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 “No, no, no! North profound divine ancestor, you’ve really underestimated yourself!” 

 yes, you’re right, ” mie xuanling said calmly.  your current cultivation, power, and influence are not 

great! However, with your unfathomable background, you will definitely be able to shock the entire 

ancestral Saint domain in time! You’ll become the strongest ally of our Holy extermination clan!” 

Clearly, mie xuanling had good eyes. 

She could see how extraordinary Chen Xiaobei was, and at the same time, she could see the future. 

Just as she had said, Chen Xiaobei might not be that powerful yet, but with his speed of growth and his 

ability to fight against opponents of higher cultivation levels, it was guaranteed that he would become 

an extremely powerful existence in the near future! 

 of course, in addition to the long-term consideration, there is also something you can help us with at 

the moment!  

 I’ll be honest with you, ” mie xuanling said.  the intelligence network of our race has found an ancient 

relic of the Saint pan race! I’ve personally gone to take a look, but I still can’t enter! Since you’re a 

reincarnator of Pangu, you should be able to open the relic!” 

As expected, no one would do anything that would not benefit them. 

The reason why mie xuanling was so eager to form an alliance with Chen Xiaobei was because she could 

get help from Chen Xiaobei now and in the future. 

 the ruins of the Saint pan clan?!  Chen Xiaobei’s curiosity was piqued. 

“Yes, I am!” 

 yes!  mie xuanling said with certainty, ” the relic is located in the most primitive territory of the Saint 

pan clan and has a very strong aura of the Saint pan clan!  As long as you’re willing to form an alliance 

with me, I can take you there and share all the opportunities in the ruins with you!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was obviously tempted. 

If it was really an ancient relic of the Saint pan clan, it would definitely bring Chen Xiaobei a huge 

improvement in all aspects. 
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If Chen Xiaobei did not want the ancestor of all DAOs to appear, he would have to avoid using the power 

of the one word Holy extermination curse! This meant that Chen Xiaobei had to rely on himself to 

continuously increase his strength! He definitely couldn’t miss any opportunity to improve! 

Furthermore, this opportunity was related to the Saint pan clan. Perhaps he could obtain some special 

benefits! 

“Yes! I accept your Alliance invitation!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ” “From today onwards, I will be allies with your Holy 

extermination clan? From now on, they would share honor and disgrace, advance and retreat with one 

heart! Whoever dares to betray the Alliance will die a terrible death, both body and soul!” 

Mie xuanling nodded heavily and said solemnly, ” “Honor and disgrace together, advance and retreat 

with one heart!” 

“In that case, when do we set off?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“If the North Mystic Divine ancestor has nothing else to say, we can set off immediately!” Mie xuanling 

was straightforward and didn’t beat around the bush. 

“Good! Then let’s set off now!” Chen Xiaobei stood up without hesitation. 

…… 

After that, mie xuanling stepped into the void and brought Chen Xiaobei to the legendary Saint pan 

ruins. 

“Swish!” 

As soon as they left, Saint ancestor xuanzhao invaded mie xuanling’s Palace! 

Since there was not a single guard in the palace, no one noticed the appearance of Saint ancestor 

xuanzhao! 

Swish … Swish …  

Before the spatial crack closed, sacred ancestor xuanzhao reached his hands in. 

Profound space laws instantly wrapped around sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s hands and tore open the 

spatial crack that mie xuanling had left behind. 

“Swish!” 

After that, xuanzhao rushed into the crack and followed Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling to another 

unknown place. 

On the other side. 

Mie xuanling did not expect to be followed. After they left the crack, she did not stop and immediately 

flew forward with Chen Xiaobei. 

As soon as they flew away, sacred ancestor xuanzhao followed. 



At the same time, sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s cultivation was much higher than mie xuanling’s. As long 

as he wanted to hide, mie xuanling wouldn’t be able to detect his whereabouts. 

“What … What is this place?” 

As mie xuanling flew, Chen Xiaobei saw a vast, barren land below. 

On the ground, only the lowest level of wild grass could be seen, and most of them were dry! There 

were no trees, no rivers, not even an animal! 

Of course, the most important thing was that there was not a single trace of Saint Origin Energy in this 

space! 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in confusion. 

After all, the Saint pan clan was once a Supreme clan of divine ancestors. How could they survive in a 

wasteland like this? It was too unreasonable! 

 originally, this was the most fertile land, the most abundant Saint Origin Energy, and the most 

concentrated place of all living things in the ancestral Saint domain!  

 it’s because of the all-out war between the sky burial Yuan sacred clan and the Saint pan clan that this 

Sacred Realm has suffered doomsday-like destruction!  mie xuanling said in a deep voice. 

“Actually, the desolate scene in front of us is already not bad! I heard from the elders that when the war 

was going on, this Holy region was completely covered in corpses and blood, and every corner of the 

earth was filled with the smell of blood!” 

“To this day, this land of death is completely uninhabited, and there are no signs of life, not to mention 

the birth of any Saint Qi! Let alone ordinary people, even demons and ghosts are not willing to live 

here!” 

 all of this was caused by the sky burial Yuan sacred clan!  

At this point, mie xuanling couldn’t help but frown. Her clear and bright eyes were filled with hatred for 

the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. 

Chen Xiaobei did not know what kind of enmity there was between the Saint extermination clan and the 

sky burying Yuan sacred clan. 

However, from the look in mie xuanling’s eyes, he could tell that this hatred was extremely huge and 

would not be easily resolved! 

“Since this place is deserted, how did you find it?” Chen Xiaobei was very confused. 

Mie xuanling composed himself and pulled himself out of his hatred. He said in a deep voice, ” “By 

chance, a member of our clan was brought here by the spatial turbulence! Later on, the higher-ups of 

our clan personally came to investigate and found the special one!” 

“That’s really fate!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he started to plan. 

“We’re here!” 



Mie xuanling raised a spotless, white hand and pointed at a vast mountain in front of them. 

This mountain was also lifeless. The endless mountain range and the peaks that reached into the sky 

were all bare, without a trace of green plants. 

“Follow me!” 

Mie xuanling sped up and brought Chen Xiaobei up into the sky. They flew above the peak and looked 

down. 

Then, an extremely shocking scene appeared before Chen Xiaobei’s eyes! 
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Chen Xiaobei looked down at the mountain from above. 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised to find that the mountain’s shape was in the shape of the word ” pan “! 

The mountain range condensed into the Word ” pan “. It was truly a work of nature and made people 

gasp in amazement! 

 logically speaking, this place must have a very special meaning to the Saint pan clan. However, we 

haven’t found the mystery and can’t open the entrance to the ruins!  

Mie xuanling looked at Chen Xiaobei with anticipation. 

As a reincarnator of Pangu, Chen Xiaobei was the only way miexuan Ling could think of to break out of 

this situation. 

“Hmm, let’s go down and see if I can sense any special resonance.” 

Chen Xiaobei was still cautious. He did not use his Pangu reincarnator’s ability immediately. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling went into the depths of the mountain to look around. 

At a distance. 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao saw everything and laughed proudly.”I really didn’t expect this! There was 

actually a relic of the Saint pan clan hidden in this damn place! This was truly an unexpected surprise! 

Hahahaha …” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao was very proud. 

As a member of the profound Sage Tribe, he immediately activated the creation special ability unique to 

the profound Sage Tribe and checked the entire mountain range! 

Soon, he locked onto a special location! 

That position was the center of the mountain range, right in the middle of the huge word “pan” with 

two points and one horizontal line! 

In that position, there was an extremely dazzling creation spiritual light! 
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“The entrance to the ruins is there! Furthermore, there must be a huge opportunity hidden within!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao was excited.  “Mie xuanling and that brat are not my match! Once they open 

the ruins, I’ll be able to take all the opportunities! Just thinking about it made him feel great! Hahaha …” 

It was clear that although Saint ancestor xuanzhao had locked onto the location of the opportunity, he 

didn’t plan on taking action immediately. 

This was because even Saint ancestor xuanzhao himself wasn’t sure if he could open the ruins. Thus, 

hiding in the dark and watching was the best choice for sacred ancestor xuanzhao. 

Once Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling opened the ruins, xuanzhao would come out and take them down. 

That way, he could get the final benefits with the least cost. 

…… 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also secretly used the ‘black’ word incantation. His creation ability also 

locked onto the same spot as xuanzhao’s holy ancestor. 

After observing the surroundings for a while, Chen Xiaobei was certain that there was no danger. 

At the same time, from mie xuanling’s reaction, it didn’t seem like he was up to anything. 

Chen Xiaobei finally made up his mind! 

“I can sense it! It’s a spiritual resonance unique to reincarnators of Pangu!” 

Chen Xiaobei then brought mie xuanling to the entrance of the ruins. 

Around the entrance of the ruins, there was a forest of rocks. The cold wind cut through flesh, giving off 

a sinister and strange aura. 

 strange, why do I feel like this doesn’t look like a relic of the Saint pan clan … The Saint pan clan doesn’t 

have such an aura …  

When he got closer, Chen Xiaobei started to hesitate. 

“There’s nothing strange about this!” 

 it’s nothing, ” mie xuanling said indifferently.  back then, that apocalyptic disaster brought hell-like 

horror to this Holy prison! Blood stained every corner of the room, and the corpses rotted and turned 

into dust! In this place, the strange aura of Yin fiends could be seen almost everywhere! The Saint pan 

clan was filled with hatred and endless grievances! It’s completely reasonable for the baleful Qi to be 

suppressed and not dissipate!” 

Clearly, mie xuanling’s analysis made sense. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded in agreement. 

Resentment and hatred were the source of evil spirits, and they had not dispersed for trillions of years, 

all because of the tragic war back then! 



“Since that’s the case, I’ll give it a try and see if I can open the ruins!” 

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and summoned his Dharmakaya to form the real body of Pangu. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

As the real entity of Pangu took shape, the Rocky ground at the entrance began to shake violently. 

 I’ve succeeded!!!  

Mie xuanling’s eyes widened and she became excited. 

Ever since the discovery of this relic, mie xuanling had been studying how to open it, but he had no clue. 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to solve this super difficult problem with just one move. 

In mie xuanling’s opinion, with his strength, as long as he could open the ruins, he would be able to 

easily obtain all the resources inside! 

This was definitely a huge harvest! 

Just thinking about it made him feel great! 

Therefore, at this moment, mie xuanling was not only excited, but also extremely happy. A rare smile 

appeared on her cold and arrogant face, which was simply beautiful! 

“No! I didn’t succeed!” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head helplessly, and the Pangu avatar returned to his body. 

“What?” 

Mie xuanling was stunned. He felt as if a bucket of cold water had been poured on him and was 

extremely disappointed. 

“You little brat! What tricks are you playing!” 

At this moment, sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s furious roar was heard from not far away. 

Apparently, xuanzhao divine ancestor had also thought that Chen Xiaobei had successfully opened the 

ruins, so he had come to attack him. 

However, when he got close, Chen Xiaobei said that he did not succeed. 

He was furious that he had almost broken sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s old waist. 

The point was that Saint ancestor xuanzhao had already gotten close. If they retreated, they might be 

discovered by mie xuanling. 

Thus, he roared and decided to fight him head-on instead of retreating. 

 you old thief, why are you here?!  

Both Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling were shocked. 



If the xuanzhao divine ancestor had not stepped out, Chen Xiaobei and miexuan Ling would not have 

noticed it at all. 

“Cut the crap! Immediately open the ruins and give me all the opportunities!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao’s eyes widened in anger. He was extremely domineering, and he actually used a 

commanding tone as if he had the entire situation under control. 

Of course, in reality, sacred ancestor xuanzhao really did have the ability to control the overall situation! 

This was because xuanzhao’s strength was far above mie xuanling’S. He was countless times stronger 

than Chen Xiaobei. He could easily crush Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling with his strength alone! 

This absolute strength was the reason why sacred ancestor xuanzhao was so domineering! 

“Shit …” 

Mie xuanling’s pretty face stiffened and turned pale instantly. Her beautiful eyes were filled with 

despair! 

Obviously, mie xuanling was well aware of the difference in strength between him and the xuanzhao 

sacred ancestor! 

At the sacred ancestor realm, even if there was only a difference of one minor realm, it was a huge gap 

that absolutely could not be made up for! 

Once they fought, mie xuanling would have no chance of winning! 

“I can’t open the ruins!” 

Chen Xiaobei took a step forward and shielded mie xuanling behind him. 

 no way?!  

“If that’s the case, I’ll take you down first and pry into your memories!” Sacred ancestor xuanzhao 

sneered. We’ll know soon enough if you’re lying!” 
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It was obvious that at sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s level, it wasn’t difficult to pry into his memories. 

As long as he could capture Chen Xiaobei and read his memory, he would be able to confirm that Chen 

Xiaobei was not lying. At the same time, he would be able to obtain the one word Saint-Killing Curse that 

all the powerful people in the world dreamed of! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei would not even have a chance to bargain. Once his memories were read, he 

would lose all value and could be killed by the xuanzhao divine ancestor at any time. There would be no 

chance for him to make a comeback! 

“Don’t worry, North Mystic Divine ancestor! I won’t let him hurt you! You just need to think of a way to 

open the ruins!” 
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At this moment, mie xuanling stood up. His fighting spirit was burning, and he looked like he was going 

to fight to the death with sacred ancestor xuanzhao. He was very powerful and overbearing. 

“Ha, hahahaha …” 

However, Saint ancestor xuanzhao only sneered.  “Mie xuanling, there’s a minor realm between us! How 

dare you fight me? Don’t you know that you have no chance of winning?” 

 of course I know I don’t have a chance of winning, but I can at least buy some time. As long as the North 

Mystic Divine ancestor opens the ruins, we’ll still have a way out!  

Mie xuanling’s face was cold and her eyes were filled with a vast killing intent. 

However, mie xuanling’s words seemed to be directed at Chen Xiaobei. 

What he meant was that if even mie xuanling couldn’t open the ruins, it was likely that holy ancestor 

xuanzhao couldn’t open it either. 

This meant that as long as Chen Xiaobei opened the ruins, hid in it with miexuan Ling, and then sealed 

the ruins, he could stop the xuanzhao divine ancestor from leaving. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling could be considered to have solved the dead end. 

“Idiot!” 

However, at this moment, Saint ancestor xuanzhao sneered in disdain.  “Mie xuanling, I didn’t expect 

you to be so stupid to reveal your plan directly! As long as I want to control this brat, it’ll be equivalent 

to cutting off your escape route!” 

Obviously, sacred ancestor xuanzhao wasn’t a fool. Since mie xuanling had told him the plan, he 

naturally wouldn’t let it happen! 

“Whoosh …” 

As he spoke, he gathered a terrifying amount of Saint origin power. 

In an instant, golden light dazzled as time and space reversed. Heaven and earth trembled as laws 

twisted and intertwined. Heaven and earth directly transformed into a golden cage, and no living being 

could escape. Not even a wisp of aura could escape! 

Clang clang clang … Clang clang … 

Then, in the golden cage, billions of laws twisted and intertwined, turning into billions of spiral Spears 

that seemed to be able to pierce through time and space. The Holy realm was riddled with holes and 

directly collapsed and destroyed! 

“What … What a terrifying amount of Saint Qi …” 

Even Chen Xiaobei, who was used to seeing things, could not help but exclaim in shock. 

The billions of golden spiral battle Spears before him were like huge heavenly pillars! 

Not only was it filled with an unparalleled visual impact, but it also emitted a terrifying Saint Qi pressure! 



Luckily, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was strong enough. If it had been any other three-star divine 

ancestor, they would have been crushed by the pressure and their mental state would have collapsed! 

Of course, in addition to the absolutely shocking scene and the absolutely terrifying pressure, this wave 

of attack also had a powerful and unparalleled destructive force! 

Judging from the energy fluctuations, sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s cultivation base had reached the 

astonishing mid-stage nine Star divine ancestor realm! 

At the ancestral Saint realm, the difference between each minor realm was extremely huge. At the nine 

Star divine ancestor realm, the essence of power had undergone a leap and sublimated. It could even be 

said to be a transformation! 

The terrifying pressure did not affect Chen Xiaobei at all. Instead, it was the energy fluctuation that was 

emitted by the pressure that was like a violent storm that kept shaking Chen Xiaobei’s body and mind. 

Chen Xiaobei’s body trembled, and his heart raced. He felt as if he would be blown to the ground by the 

terrifying energy wave at any moment. He could not even get up! 

In fact, mie xuanling had already helped Chen Xiaobei block most of the energy waves. Otherwise, not 

only would Chen Xiaobei have been knocked to the ground, but he might even have been injured 

internally by the energy waves! 

If Chen Xiaobei stayed in this terrifying energy for too long, his Saint Soul would be shattered and his 

body and soul would be destroyed! 

This was truly extremely terrifying! 

At that moment, xuanzhao’s attack was still hovering in the sky. It had not yet landed on Chen Xiaobei! 

In other words, this wave of attack was still fixed in place, not even a trace of the aftermath of the 

strong wind was stirred up! It was just the ordinary fluctuations of energy condensation, and it was 

already so terrifying! 

In other words, if this attack came down on Chen Xiaobei, without mie xuanling’s protection, Chen 

Xiaobei’s body and soul would be crushed by the aftershock of the attack. He would have no chance to 

fight back! 

 this is too terrifying … This is the difference between me and the top combat power … I’m still far, far 

away …  

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows, unable to calm himself down. 

To be honest, Chen Xiaobei’s body was improving at a very, very fast speed. It was as if he was cheating! 

However, at sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s level, he was already at the top of the pyramid in the ancestral 

divine region! 

Compared to this level, Chen Xiaobei was still far too weak! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! Don’t be in a daze! Hurry up and move!” 



At the same time, mie xuanling shouted anxiously, reminding Chen Xiaobei not to forget the situation he 

was in. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, mie xuanling flew up into the air and charged toward sacred ancestor xuanzhao. 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down. 

It was obvious that mie xuanling was no match for the xuanzhao divine ancestor. She was using her life 

to buy Chen Xiaobei more time! 

Because the dead end in front of them could not be broken by destroying xuanling! 

Mie xuanling’s life was now tied to Chen Xiaobei’s. Whether she could survive or not would depend on 

Chen Xiaobei’s ability to open the ruin! 

That was why annihilating xuanling was willing to pay any price to stop the xuanzhao divine ancestor 

and buy Chen Xiaobei more time! 

Chen Xiaobei knew this very well, and he did not dare to let his thoughts run wild. He gathered his 

thoughts and began to quickly plan! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

At the same time, in the sky, mie xuanling also activated a vast and terrifying power of Saint origin. 

A pure white divine Domain rapidly spread out with mie xuanling’s body as the center. It covered the sky 

and the earth, vast and boundless! 

What happened next shocked Chen Xiaobei and the xuanzhao Saint ancestor! 
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 “Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, it was as if nine suns had risen in the Holy domain, and nine dazzling white Holy 

halos burst out! 

Among the nine balls of holy light, there were white clouds, snow, white plum blossoms, White Dew, 

white jade … And a series of Dharma images. They were all pure white and flawless, untainted by the 

mortal world! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, nine balls of white holy light swirled and gathered around a center point like Nine Dragons fighting 

for a Pearl! 

And at this point, a white jade Saint Lotus bloomed! 

The nine grades of Lotus blooming were magnificent! 
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However, in the next moment, the ninth grade became ninety thousand grades, then nine hundred 

million grades, and finally nine trillion grades! 

This Lotus platform was huge and vast, far larger than the mountain range below. It was even 

comparable to a major world! 

Perhaps, a world in a flower was indeed such a shocking scene! 

 is … Is this the true strength of the Brahma’s flawless and dustless body of purity?!  

Even someone as powerful as sacred ancestor xuanzhao couldn’t help but frown and let out a trembling 

cry. He couldn’t believe his eyes. 

“These … These terrifying energy fluctuations are very close to sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s! In other 

words, mie xuanling is only one step away from fighting those at a lower realm!” 

Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. 

When mie xuanling mentioned the Brahma’s flawless and dustless body, Chen Xiaobei did not pay much 

attention to it. 

At this moment, mie xuanling, who was an early-stage nine-star divine ancestor, activated a power that 

was very close to a mid-stage nine-star divine ancestor. This was all because of the support of the 

Brahma’s flawless and dustless Jingnan saintly body! 

From this, it could be seen how terrifying this kind of natural Holy body was! 

If mie xuanling could grow into a Supreme divine ancestor, wouldn’t she be the most powerful one 

among the Supreme divine ancestors with the help of the Brahma’s flawless and dustless body? 

It was no wonder the Holy extermination clan had nurtured mie xuanling as the successor of their 

Supreme divine ancestor! 

Her innate sacred body was too terrifying, and the value of nurturing her was extremely huge! 

“Mie xuanling, you’ve really made me look at you in a new light!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao composed himself and said in a deep voice, ”  I have to admit that your Brahma 

flawless and dustless Saint physique is indeed very, very powerful. If we were at the same realm, I would 

definitely not be your opponent!  

“But!” 

“We’re not on the same level,” sacred ancestor xuanzhao said.”The difference of one minor level is 

definitely not something that Brahma’s flawless and dustless body can make up for!” It will only delay 

your defeat!” 

Although he was shocked, he still had a high chance of winning. He was still confident in himself. 

“You’re right! I’m indeed not your match!” 



Mie xuanling’s eyes narrowed and she said solemnly, ” “However, I never intended to defeat you in this 

battle! I’m just trying to buy time for the northern Mystic Divine ancestor! Whether the two of us can 

live or not, it’s all up to him!” 

“That kid …” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao looked down at Chen Xiaobei and said, ”  from the looks of it, he’s also at his 

wits ‘end about this relic. You guys have no way to escape today!!!  

“Boom boom boom …” 

With an angry roar, Saint ancestor xuanzhao launched an unexpected surprise attack! 

In the blink of an eye, billions of golden spiral battle Spears were aimed at mie xuanling. Like billions of 

golden meteorites, they fell down and bombarded mie xuanling! 

The terrifying power caused the entire space to tremble violently. 

Chen Xiaobei raised his head and looked up. All he could see were flashes of golden light, and he could 

not see the terrifying golden spiral battle Spears! 

It could be seen that the speed of this attack was also unimaginably fast! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that without the protection of miexuan spirit, Chen Xiaobei would 

have been killed by the golden light! 

“Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, trillions of golden spiral battle Spears rained down on the White jade sacred lotus! 

It was as if a sharp spear had stabbed into a solid shield. Each collision would cause an extremely 

terrifying shock wave! 

These fluctuations alone were enough to shake a major world! 

One could only imagine how terrifying the power of those golden spiral battle Spears was! 

And then … 

The difference in strength between the two of them was also immediately revealed. 

The Golden Spears could easily pierce through the petals of the White jade sacred lotus. 

If this white jade sacred lotus was only at the first grade, then it would be completely shattered in an 

instant. There was no meaning to its existence at all! 

Fortunately, mie xuanling was also very powerful. The nine trillion white jade sacred lotus had nine 

trillion layers of petals! 

This way, although the golden spiral battle Spear’s destructive power was shocking, every time it passed 

through a layer of petals, its power would be reduced by a bit! 

After piercing through about three trillion layers of petals, the energy of the trillion golden spiral battle 

Spears was exhausted, and they collapsed one after another! 



Not only did he not hurt Chen Xiaobei, he did not even touch miexuan Ling! 

“It’s indeed very powerful!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao exclaimed again.”Although you’re bound to lose, you’re already very, very 

outstanding to be able to withstand my full-force attack with a difference of one minor realm! The 

entire Holy extermination clan will be proud of you!” 

“Hu … Hu … Hu …” 

Mie xuanling didn’t respond. He just panted heavily. 

It was obvious that even though mie xuanling had managed to block a wave of sacred ancestor 

xuanzhao’s attacks, it was still shocking. 

However, this also caused a serious consumption of mie xuanling’s physical strength and Saint Origin 

Energy! 

After all, mie xuanling’s cultivation was lower than sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s, so the total amount of 

Saint Qi in his body was naturally much lower than sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s! 

At the same time, the trillion golden spiral battle Spears pierced through three trillion layers of white 

jade Saint lotus petals! 

This meant that killing xuanling would require three times the amount of Saint Qi and physical strength 

to withstand a wave of attacks from Saint ancestor xuanzhao! 

And the Saint Origin Energy mie xuanling had was far less than that of Saint ancestor xuanzhao! 

Simply put, Saint ancestor xuanzhao only needed to use the same power twice to destroy the White 

jade sacred lotus and exhaust mie xuanling’s Saint Qi and physical strength! 

At that time, mie xuanling would be like a fish on the chopping board, and he would be at sacred 

ancestor xuanzhao’s mercy! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! Do you have any progress on your side?” 

After panting for a while, mie xuanling finally caught his breath and asked hurriedly. 

It was obvious that mie xuanling knew very well that he wouldn’t be able to buy much time even if he 

tried his best. 

Now, all their hopes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

If Chen Xiaobei still could not open the ruin, then both miexuan Ling and Chen Xiaobei would not be able 

to escape death! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

As soon as mie xuanling finished speaking, sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s second wave of attack had 

already taken shape and was crashing down! 
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4588 Trump card! 

“Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …” 

The situation was the same as before. Sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s second wave of attacks pierced 

through another three trillion lotus petals! 

Although this wave of attack had been blocked, it was obvious that mie xuanling’s condition was very 

bad. Not only was her Saint Origin Energy almost exhausted, but even her physical strength was very 

weak! It was as if he would collapse at any moment! 

This showed that the reason why mie xuanling’s nine trillion white jade sacred lotuses could resist the 

xuanzhao holy ancestor was that the White jade sacred lotus was formed by mie xuanling’s Saint Origin 

Energy and Brahma’s pure disaster body! 

To maintain the existence of the Holy Lotus, it would consume mie xuanling’s Saint Origin Energy and 

physical strength! 

After two rounds of attacks from Saint ancestor xuanzhao, the White jade sacred lotus only had three 

trillion petals left! 

As long as sacred ancestor xuanzhao launched a third wave of attacks, the remaining Lotus Thrones 

would be completely shattered! 

At the same time, mie xuanling’s Saint origin power and physical strength would be completely 

exhausted. He would become a fish on the chopping board, waiting for sacred ancestor xuanzhao to 

slaughter him! 

Without a doubt, the situation had reached its final juncture! 

Once the third wave of attack came down, the outcome would be decided. Chen Xiaobei and mie 

xuanling would not be able to escape from the palm of the xuanzhao divine ancestor! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! You … You still haven’t discovered anything new?” 

Mie xuanling was extremely anxious. Her brows were tightly furrowed and her face was pale. Her 

beautiful eyes were filled with unconcealable despair! 

“I haven’t found anything yet! Looks like I can only try my luck!” 

Chen Xiaobei was also very anxious. Under such circumstances, it was almost impossible to find a way to 

open the remains. 

The remaining time was not even enough for Chen Xiaobei to think and execute his plan. 

There was only one more chance left, and it all depended on luck. If he failed, he would be dead. 

“Hurry up and try! I’m already at my limit! This is our last chance!” 
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After all, mie xuanling was a super expert. Although she was clearly at a disadvantage, she had no 

intention of surrendering! His fighting spirit was burning, and he was ready to fight with Chen Xiaobei 

for the last time! 

“Hahaha … This is so funny!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao’s expression was full of contempt and disdain.”This old man’s next attack will 

be able to kill mie xuanling! This way, even if that brat from beixuan opens the ruins, he’ll only be 

opening the door for me!” 

Without a doubt, if mie xuanling was defeated, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to fight against the 

xuanzhao divine ancestor. 

By then, even if Chen Xiaobei won the bet, all the benefits would end up in the hands of the xuanzhao 

divine ancestor. 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned. 

If he really won the bet and successfully opened the ruins, but couldn’t defend it, what was the point? 

Chen Xiaobei hesitated. 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao, on the other hand, laughed even louder, more insolent, and more arrogantly! 

It was as if the ruins were already in his pocket, and there was no longer any suspense! 

“Whoosh …” 

However, as sacred ancestor xuanzhao laughed smugly, mie xuanling didn’t relax. 

In an instant, mie xuanling had almost exhausted all of his mental energy! 

There was no mistake! 

Although mie xuanling’s physical strength and Saint Origin Energy were almost exhausted, her spiritual 

energy was still in perfect condition. 

At this moment, mie xuanling had burned all of his mental energy to play the ultimate trump card that 

could turn the situation around! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! Don’t be distracted! Continue doing what you should be doing! As long 

as you can open the ruins, I’ll be able to stop that old bastard xuanzhao from getting close to you!” 

 die!  mie xuanling shouted and used all his strength to play his trump card! 

 destruction-shengluo Tianqi!!!  

In an instant, as mie xuanling let out a blood-boiling battle cry, her fair and flawless body suddenly 

erupted with an extremely dark and terrifying holy light! 

“This … This aura is very similar to the exterminating curse …” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback by what he saw. 



 this … This is the Holy extermination clan’s destruction ability!!!  

At the same time, Saint ancestor xuanzhao also exclaimed, ” “This ability shouldn’t be this powerful! 

Could it be that even the special ability of the Holy extermination clan can be enhanced by the Brahma’s 

flawless and dustless sacred body?” 

From sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s exclamation, it could be seen that with miexuan Ling’s cultivation, 

even if she used her destruction ability, she wouldn’t be able to threaten sacred ancestor xuanzhao! 

However, the strength of mie xuanling’s special ability had clearly made sacred ancestor xuanzhao feel a 

great sense of danger! 

This abnormal situation was obviously related to the Brahma’s flawless and dustless Holy body! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the dark holy light directly merged into the Holy domain that covered the sky! 

As if the eternal night had descended, the entire region was plunged into complete darkness. 

“Woof!” 

Then, an even more terrifying and shocking scene appeared in front of everyone! 

The White jade sacred lotus, which had been pierced through six trillion times, turned black! 

More importantly, the originally broken Lotus platform began to repair itself rapidly! 

The Lotus leaves that had been pierced through and shattered grew out one after another, turning into 

new leaves that were dark and burning with black fire! 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, a terrifying pressure burst out! 

It was as if the end of the world had arrived. All life in the world, the laws of nature, and fate would be 

ruthlessly destroyed, leaving no traces behind! 

There was no mistake! 

This was the Holy extermination clan’s supreme destruction attribute special ability! 

The effect of this special ability was very simple and crude. It directly strengthened the destructive 

power of all attacks! 

No matter if you threw a punch or used a magical treasure, array, or talisman, you could obtain a more 

powerful destructive power with the support of the destruction special ability! 

At this moment, mie xuanling burned all of her mental strength and activated the greatest special ability 

she could muster to support the White jade sacred lotus! 

Logically speaking, even after this blessing, mie xuanling was still no match for sacred ancestor 

xuanzhao! 



However, it was precisely because of the existence of the Brahma’s flawless and dustless body of 

purification that this wave of attack was supported by the power of the destruction special ability and 

the additional support of the Brahma’s flawless and dustless body of purification! 

Because of this, the destructive power that mie xuanling could unleash at this moment had basically 

reached the level of suppression and even injuring sacred ancestor xuanzhao! 

It was no wonder that sacred ancestor xuanzhao had screamed in fear! 

“Old thief xuanzhao! If you have the guts, take this move of mine head on!” 

At this moment, mie xuanling had already done his best. His eyes were unfocused and even his voice 

was weak. 

However, at the last moment, mie xuanling didn’t back down. Instead, he provoked sacred ancestor 

xuanzhao! 
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4589 Foolish! 

“Take your attack head on? Do you think I’m stupid?” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao had already sensed danger. He became extremely nervous. Not only did he 

push his Saint origin power to the limit, but he also took out a defensive treasure and covered his head! 

It was obvious that the lethality triggered by mie xuanling at this moment was enough to make him fight 

with all his might! 

Even if he couldn’t defeat sacred ancestor xuanzhao, he could at least heavily injure him! 

Because of this, sacred ancestor xuanzhao didn’t dare to underestimate him anymore! He had even 

done his best to prepare to deal with it! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! It was now! Hurry up!” 

Mie xuanling let out a loud cry and then activated the nine trillion-grade Holy Lotus of darkness 

destruction that had just been formed with all his might! 

“Xuan Yuan divine barrier! The Golden Bell World!” 

At the same time, Saint ancestor xuanzhao didn’t dare to be slow. He immediately activated his 

strongest Saint origin power and didn’t counterattack. He only defended himself! 

Furthermore, he had also burned his mind power to activate a special defensive ability that further 

strengthened his defense! 

“Whoosh …” 

With a dazzling golden light, sacred ancestor xuanzhao was firmly enveloped by a Golden Bell World! 

From head to toe, it was tightly protected, not leaving any loopholes! 
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“Now!” 

Seeing this, Chen Xiaobei immediately took action and started his final gamble! 

Chen Xiaobei had been worried that if he opened the ruins and mieking xuanling was defeated, the 

benefits would go to the xuanzhao Saint ancestor! 

But now, mie xuanling had perfectly solved this problem for Chen Xiaobei! 

This was because mie xuanling’s attack was so powerful that xuanzhao’s divine ancestor had to use all 

his strength to defend against it. He could not spare any attention to deal with Chen Xiaobei! 

In this period of time, as long as Chen Xiaobei could open the relic! Then, mie xuanling would have a 

chance to escape and hide in the ruins with Chen Xiaobei, completely escaping from the xuanzhao divine 

ancestor’s evil claws! 

It could be said that mie xuanling had exhausted all his strength to play his trump card at the critical 

moment and finally won a chance of survival! 

The success or failure of this entire matter depended entirely on this one move! 

“Pan character! World creation!” 

Chen Xiaobei then used the one word Saint-Killing Curse’s Pan curse! 

By right, this was the Saint Pan’s ruins, and Chen Xiaobei should have been able to open it after he 

revealed his Pangu true form! 

However, when Chen Xiaobei formed the true form of Pangu, there was indeed a reaction and 

resonance in the space, but the ruins did not open! 

And so, Chen Xiaobei made a connection! 

That was, this ruin had been sealed by an external force! 

That was why the ruins that could have been opened had become like this. There was resonance, but it 

couldn’t be opened! 

Chen Xiaobei speculated that this seal was probably something beyond the level of a holy ancestor! As 

such, even after a trillion years, no one was able to open the relic! 

Furthermore, the sky burial Yuan Sage clan would definitely have discovered this ruin after defeating the 

Saint pan clan, but they had never been able to open it! 

This once again confirmed Chen Xiaobei’s guess! 

If even the Saint-burying and Supreme Saint ancestor couldn’t open it, it must be sealed by a Supreme 

realm! 

As for those at the Supreme realm, there were only the myriad Dao ancestors! 

So, Chen Xiaobei guessed that in order to open the seal, he would need to use the one word Saint-killer 

curse! 



Chen Xiaobei’s decision to use the one-word Saint-killer curse was not a spur of the moment decision. It 

was the best choice he had made after careful analysis! 

At this moment, mie xuanling could only buy a very short time even if he tried his best! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei was smart enough. If it was someone else, they would not be able to think calmly 

and make the best choice! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the pan word incantation was activated, and a huge ” pan ” word appeared! 

“Woof!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s prediction was spot on. The word ‘pan’ resonated with the huge word that was formed 

by the mountain range below! 

Then, the words ” pan ” and ” mountain ” merged together, and another mysterious energy fluctuation 

appeared! 

After this fluctuation appeared, the seal that covered the ruins was completely lifted! 

Chen Xiaobei was certain that the seal had been removed because he could clearly feel the resonance of 

the Saint Pan’s aura! 

This was something he could not feel before! 

Even when Chen Xiaobei was forming the true form of Pangu, he did not feel such a strong resonance of 

Saint Pan’s aura! 

This was enough to prove that the seal left behind by the ancestor of all DAOs had been removed! 

This meant that as long as Chen Xiaobei formed his Pangu true form again, he would be able to open the 

relic! 

“Annihilate xuanling! Come over quickly!” 

 go!  Chen Xiaobei shouted, trying to get mie xuanling to come over and enter the remains! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

However, at this moment, the battle in the sky was in a stalemate! 

Mie xuanling had to use all his strength to barely hold on against sacred ancestor xuanzhao! 

In this situation, if mie xuanling turned around and retreated, his back would be exposed to sacred 

ancestor xuanzhao! 

With sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s speed, he would definitely injure mie xuanling severely if he chased 

after her! She might even directly die! 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei had already formed his Pangu true form! 



A green portal appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! I can’t come back … You go in yourself … Remember, live well! Take 

revenge for me! Exterminate the entire profound Sage clan!” 

At this moment, mie xuanling was also very clear that he had fallen into a desperate situation and could 

not escape at all! 

Even in such a situation, mie xuanling was not afraid of death. She did not ask Chen Xiaobei to save her, 

but only told Chen Xiaobei to kill the entire profound Sage Tribe to avenge her! 

Perhaps this was a unique characteristic of the Holy extermination clan! 

They weren’t afraid of death, but all deaths had to be made by the opponent to pay the most extreme 

price! 

“Shut up! You stupid woman! Hurry up and get over here! I will never abandon you and escape on my 

own! Never!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not have any intention of escaping on his own. 

Chen Xiaobei had always been a loyal person! 

On the one hand, mie xuanling was an ally. On the other hand, mie xuanling had fought for this chance 

to live with all his might! 

Under such circumstances, even if Chen Xiaobei had to give up his life, he would not abandon miexuan 

Ling! 

 are you crazy!?  

Mie xuanling frowned and looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

“Hahaha … That’s too stupid!” 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao laughed sinisterly.”Did sh * t get into your brain? He could have escaped by 

himself, but he had to stay and die together? You’re really, really stupid beyond cure!” 
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4590 Not very smart! 

It was obvious that mie xuanling had reached his limit. In a few seconds, his Saint Origin Energy, physical 

strength, and mental strength would all be exhausted, and he would no longer be able to resist sacred 

ancestor xuanzhao’s attacks! 

If Chen Xiaobei escaped into the ruins now, he might have a chance of survival! 

However, Chen Xiaobei refused to leave mie xuanling behind! 

In such a situation, their chances of survival were very slim. In the next moment, Chen Xiaobei and mie 

xuanling would be killed together! 
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“Hurry over! If you don’t leave, I won’t leave either!” 

 die!  Chen Xiaobei shouted again, his dark eyes shining with determination. 

“You …” 

Mie xuanling was taken aback. She had been prepared to die, but she did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be 

so determined! 

At this moment of life and death, even close friends might not be able to live and die together! 

Therefore, mie xuanling had never thought of letting Chen Xiaobei risk his life to save her! He was ready 

to die alone! 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s decision was beyond mie xuanling’s expectations! 

His determined attitude had touched mie xuanling’s heart. She knew that if she did not leave, Chen 

Xiaobei would not leave either! 

“Swish!” 

This was a matter of life and death. Without hesitation, mie xuanling turned around and flew toward 

Chen Xiaobei with the last of her strength. 

“BOOM!” 

Just as he had expected, the moment mie xuanling turned around, the Holy Lotus of darkness of 

destruction was unable to continue moving and directly shattered! 

 you can’t escape!!!  

Saint ancestor xuanzhao let out a furious roar and suddenly pursued! 

As the dark Holy Lotus of destruction shattered, there was no longer any obstacle in front of sacred 

ancestor xuanzhao! 

His terrifying attack was like the sky collapsing and the earth sinking. With unparalleled strength and 

speed, it suddenly blasted toward mie xuanling’s back! 

It was obvious that mie xuanling didn’t plan on retreating because he was worried about sacred 

ancestor xuanzhao’s pursuit! 

With mie xuanling’s current state, he would most likely die if he was hit by sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s 

attack! 

The main point was that even if miexuan became more agile, he would definitely be severely injured! 

That was why mie xuanling had decided to give up on retreating and use all her strength to help Chen 

Xiaobei hold the xuanzhao divine ancestor back instead of running for his life. She might not be able to 

survive and would only increase Chen Xiaobei’s risk! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was determined not to run away on his own. That was why mianxuanling 

changed her mind! 



“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, an extremely huge golden spiral battle spear shot toward mie xuanling’s back at an 

unbelievable speed! 

At this moment, mie xuanling no longer had any strength and her flying speed was far slower than the 

golden spiral battle spear! 

Mie xuanling’s body was about to be penetrated by the sharp blade! 

Saint ancestor xuanzhao grinned. He could even imagine the bloody scene of mie xuanling being 

completely crushed by the rapidly spinning spear! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already predicted this! 

“Swish!” 

Saint Emperor armor of ten thousand DAOs flew out of his body in advance and attached itself to mie 

xuanling’s body! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

At the same time, the energy stored in the armor was completely used up. It activated its protective 

ability ten times! 

Layers of protective spiritual light covered mie xuanling’s body like layers of armor, tightly protecting 

her! 

“Hmph! A small trick! You want to stop this old man’s attack? Stop dreaming!” 

Sacred ancestor xuanzhao didn’t care at all. He only narrowed his eyes and sneered with extreme 

disdain. 

“Beng! Beng! Beng …” 

Sure enough, under the sharpness of the golden spiral battle spear, the ten layers of protective spiritual 

light were like paper. They shattered one after another, unable to slow down the golden spiral battle 

Spear’s offensive at all! 

Of course, this was normal. After all, the myriad DAOs divine Emperor armor was only a peak five-star 

divine ancestor. Moreover, the energy stored in it was only ten times the energy of a mid-five-star divine 

ancestor! 

In other words, the ten times of master-protecting special ability that was activated at this moment 

could only reach the level of a mid-stage five-star divine ancestor! 

Sacred ancestor xuanzhao’s attack had reached the mid-stage of Nine Star sacred ancestor! 

This huge gap could no longer be described with words. There was no comparison at all! 

However, the law of energy was a constant existence! 



On the surface, it seemed that the ten layers of protective special abilities did not slow down the golden 

spiral battle spear in the slightest. 

However, in reality, it had indeed offset a portion of the golden spiral battle Spear’s energy! 

This was equivalent to reducing the lethality and destructive power by a portion and increasing the 

chances of miexuan Ling’s survival! 

Even if the chances of survival only increased by a little, it was definitely worth it! 

“BOOM!” 

As the ten layers of protective abilities were pierced through, the huge golden spiral spear suddenly 

struck the body of the armor! 

Although the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor was only a peak five-star divine ancestor, it was made 

of Supreme-grade materials! 

Therefore, the true body of the armor didn’t shatter. At the same time, it was able to block a portion of 

the damage with its weak defense! It had once again increased the chances of mie xuanling’s survival! 

“Pfft …” 

However, there was no more energy in the armor. Although the material had blocked some of the 

damage, most of the power from the golden spiral battle spear still formed a terrifying impact and hit 

mie xuanling directly! 

Under the heavy pressure, mie xuanling spat out a mouthful of blood. His entire body felt like it was 

about to be crushed, and the pain reached his soul and bone marrow! 

His bones were crushed, his internal organs were ruptured, and even his Saint Soul was on the verge of 

being crushed! 

Under such circumstances, if it were another early stage nine Star divine ancestor, he would definitely 

die without a doubt! 

Compared to other experts of the same level, mie xuanling had one great advantage, and that was her 

body! 

The Brahma’s flawless, dustless, and pure Holy body! 

Under Chen Xiaobei’s double protection, the Brahma’s flawless and dustless sacred body once again 

displayed the advantage of a special sacred body, taking the remaining power! 

The golden spiral battle spear had exhausted all its energy and collapsed into nothingness. 

Although mie xuanling was severely injured, he managed to keep his life. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei went up to her and pulled her into his arms.  “Are you alright?” 

Mie xuanling was already at the end of her rope and did not answer Chen Xiaobei. 



However, her clear and bright eyes were fixed on Chen Xiaobei. After a long time, she said slowly, ” 

“You … You really don’t look very smart …” 

Mie xuanling fell unconscious in Chen Xiaobei’s arms. 

“Idiot! Accept your death!” 

The next moment, xuanzhao’s attack had gathered and was headed for Chen Xiaobei! 


